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We convened for nearly three hours on the evening of March
28, 1996 to discuss a certain high-security natter.
meeting, your feel ings about this subject and its potential great
significance were clearly stated.

At that

On April 12, another Beeting was held in the office of the
deputy mayor---and this oe also included Commissioner Donald
Christopher.
Murphy was assigned to an investigation of this situation, and to
date Kevin has, in my est ination, performed in a highly
commerndable manner.

In the aftera t.h of that session, Detective Kevin

In brief, he has uncovered additional significant evidence:
evidence which further fleshes out the original infornation
provided by three separate sources, which we had điscussed durińg
our neeting of March 28. Detective Murphy has also confirmed
related information connected to child porn and child nolestation
activit.ies which are alnost certainly still occurring in the
present. However, the extent of any current activities in
Yonkers itself is still to bedetermined.

In addíition, new statements from a prinary source of mine
have raised the name of a forner Yonkers political figure from
the 70s in the context of having dealt drugs with certain key
Dembers of a certain key group.
evidence regarding a pair of former Yonkers' employees, but I
would prefer to reserve that for another forum.

Further, there is other new

All of this is fine, and it also leads to the inescapable
conclusion that this investigation should continue unfettered,
since to date it hasmadesone noteworthy advances and has the
wherewithal to continue to do so.

Now, the problem. I was told today that the Yonkers Police
Departmenthas nomoney available to bring Mr. Rothstein to this
city to assist and perhaps even put this investigation over thetop if thíngs turn out correctly.

We all know what is potentially at stake here, and we also
knowthe possiblyenormousranifications that are involved. I am
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very aware of Yonkers' financial situation.
on the line is considered.

However, the amount
in question here is minimal, especially when the scope of what is

How much? Mr. Rothstein has presented me with a budget,
which he hinself pared to the bone because of the
significance of this matter. A1l inclusive: travel to and from
Minnesota, hotel, meals, phone and fee add up to $2325.00. Now,
that's two thousand, three hundred and twenty-five dollars. Not
$23,000.

Can you help make this happen?
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Regards,

Maury Terry
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